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MTNA Resource Gems – List of Links 
 

• 2022 MTNA virtual national conference – sessions archived until December 15, 2022 
www.mtnavirtualconference.org  (requires registration) 
 

• 2023 MTNA National Conference, Reno, NV, March 25-29, 2023.  Info coming soon! 
 

• Webinars 
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Learn/Webinars/MTNA/Learn/Webinars/Webinars.aspx?hkey=0
05573d3-10c3-4f34-9891-9b5abfaed776 
 

• Business Resources section of webpage 
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Business_Resources/MTNA/Business_Resources/Business_Resou

rces.aspx?hkey=ad1787a2-5bb3-43ae-b7af-12b3bc767849 

• MTNA Grants (1-page application) 
 

o Community engagement grant (deadline early May) 
o https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/community-engagement-

grants/community-engagement-grant-guidelines/ 
 

o Teacher enrichment grant (deadline early May) 
o https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/teacher-enrichment-grants/teacher-

enrichment-grant-guidelines/ 
 

o Affiliate grant (deadline early May) 
o https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/affiliate-enrichment-grants/affiliate-

enrichment-grant-guidelines/ 
 
o Collegiate Chapter enrichment grant (deadline early November) 
o https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/collegiate-enrichment-grants/ 

 
o Collegiate travel grant (deadline early November) 
o https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/collegiate-travel-grants/ 

 
 

• MarySue Harris Fellowships. (Deadline early November) 
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_Awards/Award_Applications/Studio_Teacher_Fell
owship.aspx?WebsiteKey=17496be1-f933-420c-81ba-c03a4662ddca 

 
• Power of Innovation award. (Deadline mid-December) 

https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_Awards/Award_Applications/Power_of_Innovatio
n_Award.aspx 

http://www.mtnavirtualconference.org/
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Learn/Webinars/MTNA/Learn/Webinars/Webinars.aspx?hkey=005573d3-10c3-4f34-9891-9b5abfaed776
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Learn/Webinars/MTNA/Learn/Webinars/Webinars.aspx?hkey=005573d3-10c3-4f34-9891-9b5abfaed776
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Business_Resources/MTNA/Business_Resources/Business_Resources.aspx?hkey=ad1787a2-5bb3-43ae-b7af-12b3bc767849
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https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/community-engagement-grants/community-engagement-grant-guidelines/
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https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/teacher-enrichment-grants/teacher-enrichment-grant-guidelines/
https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/affiliate-enrichment-grants/affiliate-enrichment-grant-guidelines/
https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/affiliate-enrichment-grants/affiliate-enrichment-grant-guidelines/
https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/collegiate-enrichment-grants/
https://www.mtnafoundation.org/mtna-grants/collegiate-travel-grants/
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_Awards/Award_Applications/Studio_Teacher_Fellowship.aspx?WebsiteKey=17496be1-f933-420c-81ba-c03a4662ddca
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_Awards/Award_Applications/Studio_Teacher_Fellowship.aspx?WebsiteKey=17496be1-f933-420c-81ba-c03a4662ddca
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_Awards/Award_Applications/Power_of_Innovation_Award.aspx
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_Awards/Award_Applications/Power_of_Innovation_Award.aspx


 
 
 
Member Discounts 
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/JoinRenew/Members_Only/Discounts/MTNA/JoinAndRenew/Membershi
p/Members_Only/Discounts.aspx?hkey=ac44c383-83d8-4693-aeb1-be1ec35af78f 

 
• Office Depot/Office Max discount – register at this link: 

https://community.officedepot.com/GPOHome?id=69266222 
 

• Newest discounts = sheetmusicplus and musicnotes 
 Click here to visit Musicnotes. 
 Click here to visit Sheet Music Plus.  
 

• Amazon Smile – support MTNA when you purchase on Amazon.com 
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/31-1619186 

 
 
ASCAP licensing agreement 

 https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Connect/Affiliate_Services/ASCAP_Music_Licensing.aspx  
 

  
MTNA e-journal – https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Stay_Informed/MTNA_e-
Journal/Archives/MTNA/Stay_Informed/MTNA_e-Journal/Archives.aspx?hkey=8db4467c-dc19-4fc5-
8628-11e3277ee92c 
 
 
e-Festival – 
https://www.mtna.org/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_eFestival/MTNA/Engage/MTNA_eFestival/MTNA_eFestiv
al.aspx?hkey=f76a6a89-ff76-426e-b002-95e2ef3503b0 
 
 
Collegiate Pedagogy Symposium – January 14-15, 2023 at TCU in Fort Worth, TX 
www.mtna.org/symposium 
 
 
Group Piano and Piano Pedagogy Forum (GP3) – August 5-6, 2022 at University of Arizona in Tucson 
 www.mtna.org/GP3 
 
 
MTNA Director of Affiliate Relations (Ryan Greene)  – rgreene@mtna.org 
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OMTA Conference Syllabus Repertoire Panel
Lucy Clevenger, NCTM

Since the goal of this panel is to introduce unlisted pieces for syllabus repertoire,
I want to focus on various pieces of just a few composers, mostly in Romantic style.

In choosing syllabus pieces for the beginners, level 1-2, the main criteria should be
based on:
1. the key (should include minor)
2. diverse  articulation  - legato, staccato, detached, two-note slurs
3. contrasting character of the pieces (cantabile with legato articulation, scherzando
style with staccato touches, maybe the piece with melody in the LH, in more polyphonic
style or hands together in parallel/contrasting movement).

The technical difficulty is based on syllabus musicianship basic requirements  - 5 note
scales and blocked and broken triads for level 1, 1 octave scale/arpeggios, triads and
inversions for level 2, major scales/arpeggios up to 2 octaves for level 3, major scales
up to 3 octaves for level 4.

I would like to focus on the Romantic period, since there are 5 composers in level 1 and
4 in level 2 listed, and specifically Soviet composers.  One particular composer is
Aleksandr Goedicke.

60 Easy Piano Pieces for Beginners, op 36.  They can be found in the
IMSLP/Petrucci music library.  These pieces are Romantic in style and the level is
mostly 2,3,4, a few level 1, and can be taught by route.

Examples: Level 1

No 2, Three notes song - RH - legato, staccato articulation, can be played in different
pentascales, with different sets of fingers - 3-2-1, 4-3-2, 5-4-3.

No 9, Russian Song - LH plays 3 notes chords, RH - 2 notes slur, staccato, accents,
position change, syncopated rhythm in LH can be taught by route.

Level 2

No 4, Rabbit - RH - position change, fingers substitution, hand contraction, hand
choreography in 16th notes passages.



No 5, Melodie - cantabile melodic line in RH, modulation in G,F major, 2 voices in LH.

No 10, The Cuckoo and the Quail - very gentle staccato touches, 2 notes slur, soft
dynamics, melodic line in LH, quick dotted rhythm repeated notes in RH.

Level 3

No 19, Slow Waltz - very expressive RH melodic line, mostly legato, LH is active
melodically, splitting into 2 voices, rubato tempo, modulation.

No 21, Dance - full of energy, requires active fingers and staccato articulation in both
hands, contrasting dynamics.

No 26, Etude - question/answer type of phrasing, requires very active fingers and good
ensemble between hands, quick position change.

Children pieces Op. 57, 59 Level 4

These pieces have technical and artistic challenges, very musically imaginative.

Op 57 no 8, The Bees - LH has a leading cantabile melody, voicing challenges,
expressive phrasing. RH - continuous 16th notes, imitating bees.

Op 59 no 8, Waltz - melancholic melody in LH, in the middle section - mood change,
arpeggiated passages in RH

Op 59 no 23, Pastorale - simple form, repetitive phrases with slight changes.

Victor Kosenko 4 children’s pieces level 3-4:
Scherzino, level 3 - fast tempo, active fingers detached articulation, contrasting
dynamic, very energetic.

March, level 3 - quick repetitive notes in RH, in the middle section LH melody with RH
legato 3rds/6ths melodic line.

Another composer is Samuel Maykapar:

Little Novelettes, Op. 8, level 4-5
Biriulki, Op. 28, level 3-4
Miniatures, Op. 33, level 2-3-4



Little Novelettes,

Toccatina, level 4-5 - RH has fast 16th notes passages, requires very precise fingertips
touch.  Very energetic.

Blacksmith shop, level 4 - bright, humorous, interesting technical challenges, with
over/under hand choreography, very strong, energetic staccato articulation, accents.

Miniatures, Op 33

Waltz, level 3 - lovely melodic line in RH with short motives phrase construction, both
hands in treble clef, staccato repeated notes in both hands, valse accompaniment in
LH.  In the 2nd section - LH broken chords accompaniment.

Reflection, level 2 - very expressive RH melodic legato line, long phrases, requiring lots
of wrist “breathing”, rubato tempo.

Mazurka, level 4 - elegant dance, not very fast, syncopated rhythm, dotted notes
rhythm in melody, accents.

Biriulki, Op 28

In the garden, level 3 - light staccato and tenuto notes touch, 2 note slur phrase
ending.

Walts, level 4 - lovely cantabile melodic line, with short legato motives, LH has valse
accompaniment.

Troubled moment, level 2-3 - agitated, 2 notes slurs in both hands, light touch in LH,
expressive phrasing.

Fairy Tale, level 2-3 - very expressive, “speaking” melodic lines, question/answer type
of phrasing, soft dynamics, listening through long notes.

Lullaby, level 3 - soft dynamic, rocking LH accompaniment, expressive harmonies,
rubato tempo.



Another very interesting composer is Nancy Lau, Pets will play, when the family’s
away level 1-2.  These pieces are very exciting and enjoyable.

Chipper’s Chirp, level 2 - LH has repeated rhythmic pattern, RH has a little trill/the
Chopper’s chirp an octave higher.
Fast Harry,  level 3 - happy piece with quick RH motives that requires active fingers
without tension in the hand and arm.

Elissa Milne, Easy little Peppers, level 2-3.  Pieces are delightful, full of humor and
imagination.

Cat and Mouse - very imaginative, LH has staccato touch ostinato, depicting nervous
mouse, tenuto chords in the middle section.  Time signature is 5/4. Melodic line in RH
has short legato motives.

The Lone Echidna - LH has continuous and busy legato ostinato figure, RH melodic
line in 3rds and 6ths, syncopated rhythm.

Andrey Komanetsky In The Romantic Style, level 4. Beautiful pieces, very
imaginative, 1-2 pages long, have a variety of technical challenges.

Forgotten Waltz - dorian mode, very melancholic mood, modulations in relative major,
LH has arpeggiated passages at the end.  Sounds more difficult than it is.

Prelude in F - short, reflective, jazzy, expressive RH melodic line with long legato
phrases. Rubato tempo.

Musical Treasures,Volume 1, level 1-2-3 - variety of different characters and emotions,
full of humor, interesting harmonies, rhythms, shorter in length.

A Brisk Walk in the Park, level 1-2 - slight RH position change, LH descending 4 notes
ostinato pattern, staccato 3rds in middle section.
Dance of the Coconuts, level 3 -  funky little piece with syncopated rhythm.

Musical Treasures, Volume 2, level 3- 4 - longer, more musically sophisticated pieces,
jazzy.
Animal Band - humorous piece, 3 notes slur and staccato articulation. Melody travels
from RH to LH.
Prelude in D - this piece is in Baroque style with even flow of 16th notes passed from
LH to RH.



Bibliography:

Aleksandr Goedike,
60 Easy piano pieces for beginners, Op 36,
Children’s Pieces Op 57, 59  IMSLP/Petrucci music library

Viktor Kosenko, 4 Children’s Pieces, IMSLP/Petrucci music library

Samuel Maykapar, Little Novelettes, Op. 8, Biriulki, Op. 28, Miniatures, Op. 33,
IMSLP/Petrucci music library

Nancy Law, Pets Will Play when the Family’s away, The FJH music company INC.

Elissa Milne, Easy Little Peppers, Faber Music

Andrey Komanetsky, In The Romantic Style, Musical Treasures, Vol 1,2, The FJH music
company INC.





 OMTA Conference 
 Syllabus Repertoire Panel 

 Dr. Crystal Zimmerman, NCTM 

 Level 5 - 
 Scales and theory in level V: 

 ●  3 sharps and flats, 4 sharps and flats scales 
 ●  1 and 2 octave arpeggios 
 ●  V7 inversions 
 ●  Chord Progression with I6/4 
 ●  modes are dorian and phrygian 

 Common repertoire examples: 
 Bach BWV 939  - V7 arpeggio and other small arpeggios, ornaments in LH, 16th note scales, 
 hand position extended/opened (up to an octave), 
 Beethoven WoO 56  - octaves, more LH independence, held harmonies 
 Kuhlau Op. 20, I.  - open hand position, octaves in LH, arpeggio patterns, scales in 16ths, V7 
 chords 
 Burgmuller Op. 100 No. 21 -  open hand position, hands exchange triplets, LH melody 
 Schuman Siciliano  - 6/8 meter, reading in 2 treble clefs and then bass and treble, meter 
 change to 2/4, e minor and a minor sections, changing character 
 Wild rider  - Lh and Rh melody, in 6/8 meter 
 Bartok Jeering Song  : Open c arpeggio, LH melody, V7 chords, changing meters, larger chords 
 (up to octave or 7th) 
 Kabalevsky Toccatina Op. 27, no 12 -  RH parallel moving 1st inversion chords, LH melody, 
 accidentals 

 New Ideas: 
 Piano Piece no. 2, Call and Response (from Six Piano Pieces) by Robert Mawuena Kwami 
 Features: Expressive RH melody with commentary from the LH, 2 treble clefs, key signature changes, 
 exchange between the hands, section with 2nd inversion chords, held harmony notes 



 My Scarf is Yellow From Faces of Jazz by Hale Smith 
 Features: interaction of hands, 2 characters/sections, jazzy syncopation anc chords in B section, only 
 small hand position moves 

 Kwela No. 1 Isak Roux 
 Features: 2 sections - ABA, A returns with cute ornaments, fun energy, B section is more jazzy/bluesy 
 with fun syncopations and grace notes. 

 "Tender Thought" from Ten Short Essays by neoclassical composer Ulysses Kay 
 Features: a minor tonality, long legato lines, more expressive demands, after a simple presentation of the 
 theme a more developed version is presented with some ‘wrong note’ harmonies 



 Cécile Chaminade - Gavotte Op. 123, No. 5,Orientale Op. 123, No. 9, 
 Pastorale Enfantine Op. 12 -  Features: repetitive LH pattern, close positioning for both Rh and LH with 
 small moves and clear/close fingering moves 

 Cécile Chaminade - Album des enfants - 2ème série, Op.126,  I. Idyll  and II. Aubade (others 
 from this series belong to Level 6) 
 Features: flowing 6/8, broken chord accompaniment, close position melody moves 

 Amy Beach - Children's Carnival Op. 25 No. 2 - Columbine, 4. Pierrot and Pierrette No. 5 
 Secrets 
 Children's Album, Op.36  I. Minuet  III. Waltz, V. Polka 
 Features: both hands in treble clef, close fingering shifts in the LH 

 Elisabetta de Gambarini - Tambourin in F Major 
 Features: LH alternating octaves, RH has more moves, bright energy 

 Viktor Kosenko - 24 Children's Pieces Op. 25 



 I.  Petruska 
 II.  After a Butterfly 

 III.  Pioneer Song 
 Features: LH repeated note, Allegro mosso tempo, broken chord RH melody, tenuto and accents, RH quick 
 fingers 

 Level 6 - 
 Common examples: 
 Bach Prelude in F BWV 927 -  more tricky coordination between the hands, hand position 
 nearly always opened or moving around 
 Bach WTC Prelude in C, BWV 846  - broken chords, several changing and more advanced 
 harmonies 
 Bach Polonaise in g minor BWV Anh. 125 -  thirds, hands moving 
 Clementi Op. 36, No. 4, III. Allegro vivace -  quick moving notes in sextuplets but close hand 
 position, more extended scale passages (more twisty), one octave arpeggio patterns, octaves 
 and turns, 
 Chopin Prelude Op. 28 no 6 and no 7  - b minor has LH melody, grace notes and extended 
 accidentals, inner voice harmonies and hidden melodic lines, sophisticated phrasing: A Major 
 has larger leaps and thick chords, difficult to make smooth phrases and not static. 
 Chopin Waltz in a minor Op. Posth  - Lh leaps, grace notes, RH moving across the piano - up 
 to about 2 octaves, 
 MacDowell To a Wild Rose 
 Kabalevsky Cavalry Gallop  - d flat major, LH melody, tricky voicing of melody, reading in 2 
 bass clefs, and  Rondo Toccata, Sonatina Op. 27 No 18 

 Scales and theory in level VI: 
 ●  5, 6, 7 flats and sharps - Major scales hands together, minor scales 3 octaves 
 ●  Arpeggios - 1, 2, 3 octaves with V7 optional 
 ●  Construct diminished and diminished 7th and augment chords 
 ●  V7 inversions and viiiº inversions 
 ●  Chord progression with minor and diminished ii 



 New Ideas: 
 Ticklin’ Toes by Florence B. Price 
 Features: High energy, coordination of syncopation, small hand moves, quick allegro speed, grace notes, 
 2 bass clef reading, small scale passages 

 Lament in Tremolo Form by Laurindo Almeida 
 Features: long held not melody, back and forth accompaniment requires balance, LH octaves 

 Honey: from In The Bottoms Suite by R. Nathaniel Dett 
 Features: Lh larger leaps, RH grace notes and syncopation, contrasting meno mosso middle section , 
 some ledger line reading 



 Ufie III by Christian Onyeji 
 Features: LH repeated ostinato pattern, rhythm and exciting, middle section trades 16th notes between 
 RH and LH, must be good coordinating LH and RH rhythms, energetic and engaging 

 Lullaby from Suite for Piano by Bangambula Vindu 
 Features: Lh melody opens the RH enters with a counter melody - counterpoint like Bach, expressive 
 legato lines, independence of hands 

 Sweet Mister Jelly Roll byValerie Capers 
 Features: Sounds like Maple Leaf Rag, Easily accessible, LH bouncing back and forth, grace notes. 

 Amy Beach -  Children's Carnival Op. 25: I. Promenade, III. Pantalon, VI.  Harlequin 

 Features: Grace notes in RH, several jumps in RH, LH standard back and forth pattern chordal 
 accompaniment, vivace tempo, LH melody in B section, staccato touch 



 Agathe Backer Gröndahl, 12 Smaa fantasistykker, Op.55 
 Op. 55, No. 10 - Barcarole, No. 6 Ländler, no. 12 Spring Dance, No. 11 Polka, etc. 
 Features - g minor and g major key signature areas, consistent dotted rhythm, form ABABA, large rolled 
 chord 

 Hedwige Chrétien  -  Berceuse  , Naïades, Polichinelles Roses!, Chanson du Rouet, Qui Vive? 
 Features: lush harmonies, repetitive, small stretches of hand and position, F Major and a minor sections, 
 LH middle C positioning and then low C, form ABACA Coda 

 Mel Bonis - Marionnettes, Op. 42 
 Features: repeating A section returns often, Allegro molto tempo, control of staccatos, quickly exchanged 
 8th notes in middles section, ornaments, several hand shifts, ending stretto section of descending 4ths, 
 large ending chords 



 Viktor Kosenko - 24 Children's Pieces Op. 25 
 IV.  Ukrainian Folk Song 
 V. On the Edge of the Forest 
 VI. Waltz 
 VIII. They Don’t want to buy a Teddy  IX. They have bought a Teddy 
 XI. Pastorale (B major) 
 XII. Melody (G# minor) 
 XV. Lullaby (Db Major) 
 XVII. Jumping Rope 
 XVIII. Ballet Scene 
 XX. Mazurka 
 XXI. Pljasovaja Dance (Танцювальна): Allegro mosso (B-flat major) 
 XXII. Fairy Tale 
 XXIII. Young Budyonnov’s March 
 15. 5 flats!, rocking LH accompaniment, treble clef reading,  RH responsible for 2 voices 

 21. LH repeated pattern, quick fingers in 16th notes, middles section in G major, treble reading 

 Level 7- 
 Scales and theory in level V: 

 ●  G/g, D/d, F/f, bb/bb - Major scales hands together and repeat in contrast or 10ths, minor 
 scales 4 octaves 

 ●  Arpeggios - 4 octaves HS, V7 and viiº 
 ●  Authentic Cadence (minor keys optional) 
 ●  Chord progression: I vi IV ii I6/4 V I and in minorMajor and minor pentatonic 



 ●  This level requires 4 pieces and now includes Impressionist as a category 
 Common examples: 
 Bach Inventions  no 4 or 8 - independent voices, more importance of fingering and hands 
 moving around the piano, 
 Beethoven Op. 49 No. 2  - small ornaments, triplets, quick moving passages, hand 
 coordination, balance with accompaniment,  Hand independence across the keyboard 
 Mozart K 545  - many scale passages, arpeggio patterns, active accompaniment patterns, trills, 
 rapid hand exchange 
 Schumann Horseman Op. 68 No. 23  - octaves, many dynamic contrasts, 
 Tchaikovsky Reverie Op. 39 No 21 
 Debussy Petit Negre - 
 Satie Gymnopedie No  1 - LH large leaps, long legato line in RH, creating line without bumps, 
 control of piano dynamic 
 Gershwin ¾ Blues 
 Prokofiev Vision No. 1 

 New Ideas: 
 Impressionistic Features: incorporating elements of baroque, neoclassicism, parallel moving 
 harmonies, jazz elements/harmonies, extended harmonies, blended tones 
 Gabriel Pierné : Album pour mes petits amis for solo piano Op. 14 (1887)?? (Con?) 
 Suite pour piano - Laparra 
 Selim Palmgren - Op. 28 - esp. III. Fairy Tale and V. The Swan 

 Maurice Emmanuel (1862-1938) Sonatine No.5 - Ii. Courante and III. Sarabande 



 Guy Ropartz, Croquis d'été (1918), Nos. 4-5 En Baroque and Petite Ronde française (?Rom?) 
 (also Croquis d'automne : Cinq pièces pour piano) Scores at pianofiles.com 

 Lili Boulanger (1893-1918) 
 D’un Jardin Clair from Trois Morceaux 

 Edward Burlingame Hill (1872-1960) - Country Idylls Op. 10- easier selections- more advanced 
 romantic sounding 
 A Summer Evening Op. 10, No. 6 



 Florent Schmitt (1870-1958) 
 Also look at: 3 pièces pour le piano, 9 pièces, Op.27 I. L’ heure immobile, III. Chanson Tendre, 
 IV. Chanson mélancolique, VI. Romance Sans Paroles,  Petites Musiques Op. 32 for levels 5 
 and 6 
 3 Preludes Op.3 I.Prelude Triste  and II. Obsession 

 Frederick Delius (1862-1934) 
 3 Preludes III. Con moto 

 Women Composers: 
 Agathe Backer Grøndahl - 5 Fantasistykker, Op.45 

 I.  Song of Youth 
 III. Summer Song 



 Clara Wieck-Schumann  - Four Fugitive Pieces: Scherzo, Op. 15 No. 4 

 Fanny Mendelssohn-Hensel - Songs for Piano : Andante, Op. 2 No. 1 

 Rippling Spring Waltz by Estelle D. Ricketts 

 Prelude for a Pensive Student by Peggy Glanville-Hicks (1912-1990) 
 Features: Constant triplets with an easily discernible pattern, duples against triples, lovely 
 constant flow, impressionistic sound. 



 Selections from  Piano Music of Africa and the African Diaspora: 
 Preludio Cubano by Amadeo Roldán Y Gardes 

 Volta Fantasy by J.H. Kwabena Nketia 

 Silk Hat and Walking Cane by Florence Price 

 Ukrainian: 
 Viktor Kosenko - 24 Children's Pieces Op. 25 
 VII. Morning in the Orchard 
 X. Polka 
 XIII. In March! 
 XIV. Little Rain (eb minor) 
 XVI. Etude (bb minor) 



 XIX. Humoresque 
 XXIV. Toccatina (more like level 8) 

 Bibliography: 
 Chapman Nyaho, William.  Piano Music of Africa and the African Diaspora  . Oxford: Oxford 
 UP, 2007. Print. Vol I and Vol II. 

 Walker-Hill, Helen, Ricketts, Estelle D., Goodwin, Anna Gardner, Kinney, L. Viola, Ring, 
 Montague, Price, Florence, Perry, Julia, Moore, Undine S, King, Betty Jackson, Schuyler, 
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 A. Harris, Moore, Dorothy Rudd, Solomon, Joyce Elaine, Bailey, Mable, and Perry, Zenobia 
 Powell.  Black Women Composers : A Century of Piano Music (1893-1990)  . Bryn Mawr, PA: 
 Hildegard Pub., 1992. Print. 

 Hinson, Maurice.  Essential Keyboard Repertoire : Early/Late Intermediate Miniatures: 
 Baroque to Modern. Vol. 8  . Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Pub.,  1987. Print. 



How Hard Can It Be? 

Leveling Student Repertoire for Syllabus & Beyond 
With: Crystal Zimmerman, Lucy Clevenger, Heidi Evans 

 

 

When choosing potential Syllabus repertoire, these are the first steps we recommend: 

• Use a reputable graded repertoire series. 
• Check the Repertoire list 
• Check in Jane Magrath’s book, “The Pianist’s Guide to Standard Teaching and 

Performance Literature” for era and approximate difficulty level 
• Ask the Repertoire Committee (and include the collection you’re using) 
• Level X: send the program to the Repertoire Committee to avoid last-minute 

heartbreak.  
• Contemporary Literature: if the composer is unknown to you and you’re not sure 

if it’s in a Contemporary Idiom, ask the Repertoire Committee 

 

The Repertoire Committee follows these steps (within a week is our goal) 

• Check Syllabus Repertoire Lists, MTNA Composer Classification List, Magrath… 
• Sight-read the piece or listen on YouTube if the score is unavailable 
• Clefs, key signature, time signature, tempo, counterpoint, large reaches, length, 

form, patterns & sequences, Contemporary Idioms (if applicable), and other 
teaching considerations.  

• Discussion for consensus. 
• Informing the teacher with our determination and any helpful teaching 

considerations we noted along the way.  

 

The Solfeggietto dilemma 

• How do I stop spelling it? 
• Classical (not Baroque) 
• Beware Celebration Series & Festival Collection 

 

  



Syllabus Repertoire, Level 8 

 

Examples of Syllabus Level 8 Repertoire: 

Baroque: Presto in C Minor by Pescetti (easier) & Allemande from French Suite in Eb 
Major by Bach, BWV 815 (harder). Characteristics of the Presto include tempo & tricky 
ornament approaches in final page. Characteristics of the Allemande include length, 4-
voice counterpoint, inner voices switching between hands, littered with ties.  

Classical: Fantasy in D Minor, K. 397 by Mozart. Sonata in C# Minor, 1st mvt., by 
Beethoven. Allegro Burlesco from Sonata in A minor, Op 88, No. 3 by Kuhlau. 
Characteristics include multiple octaves of HT scales, arpeggios, 4-note inversion 
sequences, intricate voicing and pedal.  

Romantic: G minor Polonaise, Op. post, by Chopin. Puck/Smatroll, Op. 71, No. 3, by 
Grieg. Fantasy Dance, Op. 124, No. 5 by Schumann. Characteristics include very fast 
passages & tempo, very fast pedal changes, sensitive voicing/shaping.  

Impressionist: Little White Donkey by Ibert, & Reverie by Debussy. Characteristics 
include large chord forms, harmonies include added notes, use of multiple pedals 
together, sensitive voicing/phrasing. The Debussy is particularly difficult due to 
length/form.  

Contemporary Idiom: Six Romanian Folk Dances, Nos. 1, 3, or 4 by Bartok. In Evening 
Air by Copland. Characteristics include wisely shifting rhythmic patterns, 4-voice 
counterpoint, large reaches, multiple pedals.  

 

New Level 8 Repertoire Suggestions 

• “Prelude No. 1: Sorpresa/Surprise” by Tania Leon. Contemporary Era. “Black 
Women Composers: A Century of Music” edited by Helen Walker-Hill. Hildegard 
Publishing.  

 

  



• “Sonata in E-Flat Major, Rondo: Allegro,” by Marianna von Auenbrugger. 
Classical Era. From “At the Piano With Women Composers,” edited by Maurice 
Hinson, Alfred Publishing Co.  

 
• Polonaise in C Major, Op. 1, No. 2, by Clara Schumann. Romantic Era. From 

Celebration Series Sixth Edition, Level 8.  

• La Dangereuse (Meringue Hatienne) by Ludovic Lamothe. Contemporary Era. 
From “Piano Music of Africa and the African Diaspora” Book 3, edited by W. C. 
Nyaho.  

 

 

  



Syllabus Repertoire, Level 9 

 

Examples of Syllabus Level 9 Repertoire: 

Baroque: Prelude in C Minor, BWV 847, WTC I, by Bach. Passacaglia in G Minor by 
Handel. Characteristics include long passages of 16th notes in both hands, HT 4-note 
inversion passages, tempo, form.  

Classical: Sonata in C Minor, Op. 10, No. 1, 1st mvt by Beethoven. Sonata in E Minor, 
Hob. XVI/34, any mvt, by Haydn. Characteristics include tempo, voicing, length, very 
long 16th note passages, articulated scale/inversion passages, multiple voices.  

Romantic: Important Event, Op. 15, No. 6 by Schumann. Preludes in E major & G minor, 
Op. 28, Nos. 9 & 22 by Chopin. Notturno, Op. 54, No. 4, by Grieg. Characteristics 
include more octaves and large chords, ties/counterpoint/pedal. Exquisitely sensitive 
voicing/shaping.  

Impressionist: First Arabesque and both Doctor Gradus and Snow is Dancing from 
Children’s Corner by Debussy. Characteristics include polyrhythm sequences, more 
hands crossing at fast tempo, larger range of piano, voicing in all registers.  

Contemporary Idiom: Prelude No. 2 by Gershwin. Fantastic Dances Nos. 1 & 3 by 
Shostakovich. Characteristics include large reaches, extreme register exploration, very 
fast articulated passages, lots of octaves, careful pedal.  

 

New Level 9 Repertoire Suggestions 

• “Nimble Feet” by Florence Price. Romantic or Contemporary Eras. Piano Music 
of Africa and the African Diaspora, Book 3, by W. C. Nyaho. Oxford University 
Press. 

 

• “The Easy Winners” by Scott Joplin. Romantic or Contemporary Eras. Many 
sources. Challenges include articulations, long LH octave passages esp. at the 
end. See also “The Cascades,” & “Elite Syncopations.” 



• “The Bamboula” from African Dances Op. 59, No. 8, by Samuel Coleridge-Taylor 
(1875-1912. Romantic or Contemporary Eras. From “The Festival Collection” 
Book 7, edited by Helen Marlais. FJH Music Co.  

 

• Notturno, Op. 6, No. 2, by Clara Schumann. Romantic. Era From Celebration 
Series Sixth Edition, Book 9. Frederick Harris Publishing.  

 

• Song No. 4 in C Minor, from Songs for Piano Forte, 1836-1837, by Fanny Hensel 
Mendelssohn. Romantic Era. Edited by Camilla Cai. A-R-Editions, Inc.  

 

 

  



Syllabus Repertoire, Level 10 

 

Examples of Syllabus Level 10 Repertoire: 

Baroque: C minor Fantasy & any Prelude+Fugue by Bach. Harmonious Blacksmith 
Variations by Handel. Characteristics include multi-part forms, ornaments, hands 
crossing/overlapping, extreme variation of rhythms.  

Classical: Sonatas Pathetique, Tempest, Moolight 3rd mvt, etc by Beethoven. Twinkle 
Variations by Mozart. Characteristics include long length, extended arpeggio passages, 
tempo variations, skilled voicing/shaping across multiple registers.  

Romantic: Nocturnes by Chopin. Preludes in C# Minor and G minor by Rachmaninoff. 
Characteristics include extended hand position, multiple pedals, heavy use of 
counterpoint, huge chords across long passages, multiple staves.  

Impressionist: Prelude & Clair de Lune from Suite Bergamasque and Prelude and 
Sarabande from Pour le Piano Suite by Debussy. Characteristics include use of multiple 
pedals, huge chords across long passages, length and form, counterpoint, and wide 
range of voicing in both hands.  

Contemporary Idiom: Mountain Dance No. 2 and Macedonian Mtn. Dance by 
Hovhaness. Bagatelle Op. 5, No. 10 by Tcherepnin. Characteristics include asymmetrical 
meter, shifting meters, extreme tempo, long octave passages, extreme 
register/dynamics  

 

New Level 10 Repertoire Suggestions 

• “The Entertainer” by Scott Joplin, Romantic or Contemporary Eras. Many 
editions. Challenges include swift difficult octave chords in m6-8 & their reverse 
in m21-22, blind LH octaves in m17-19.  

• “Toccata” by Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson (1932-2004). Contemporary Era. From 
“Music of Africa and the African Diaspora” Book 4, edited by W. C. Nyaho. 
Oxford University Press.  

 



• “Troubled Water” by Margaret Bonds. Contemporary Era. Many sources! 
• “Juba Dance,” by Nathaniel Dett. Contemporary Era.   
• Barcarolle, Op. 28, No. 1, by Amy Beach. Romantic Era.  

 

• “Caprice-Polka,” Op. 2 by Teresa Carreno. Romantic Era. From “Four Centuries 
of Women Composers” by Gail Smith. Mel Bay Publishing.  
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A curated list of piano works by 
 

J. N. Hummel 
 

prepared by Andrew Brownell 
 
 
 
 

 
Sonata in C  Op. 2 No. 3 
 
By the teenage Hummel, probably an excellent alternative for students starting to explore Mozart 
and Haydn Sonatas.  (Nos. 1 and 2 in the collection are a piano trio and a violin sonata, 
respectively.) 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/9/9a/IMSLP04080-Hummel-Sonata-no1-Op2.pdf 
 
 
Rondo favori in E-flat  Op. 11 
 
This light and lively piece of moderate difficulty was still in the repertoire at the turn of the 20th 
century, and it was recorded by Ignaz Friedman, György Cziffra, and even in a violin 
arrangement by Jascha Heifetz. 
http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/4/46/IMSLP333196-PMLP23505-
Hummel_op.011_Rondo_HLitolff.pdf 
 
 
Sonata in E-flat  Op. 13 
 
A significant advance from Hummel’s previous effort at a piano sonata.  The first theme is 
derived from a well-known Gregorian chant “Alleluia” for Easter, which only appears in full in 
the coda.  The slow movement has some surprisingly lush, Schubertian passages, although the 
last movement will challenge young fingers.  This is well within the reach of any student that can 
attempt Beethoven’s Opp. 7 or 13. 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/0/0a/IMSLP09520-Hummel_-_Op.13_-_Piano_Sonata_No.2.pdf 
 
 
Fantasie in E-flat  Op. 18 
 
An astonishingly forward-looking work for 1805, it seems to be a response to Beethoven’s 
Sonata quasi una fantasia, Op. 27 No. 1 and points to the Liszt Sonata a half-century later.  
Three movements are connected in an extended, 25-minute work that finishes unexpectedly in G 
major!  Undoubtedly one of Hummel’s most significant works. 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/6/62/IMSLP03945-Hummel_Fantasie_Op18.pdf 



Rondo quasi una Fantasia in E  Op. 19 
 
An extended, slow introduction with Chopinesque moments gives way to a virtuosic rondo.  One 
may be reminded of an aria/cabaletta pairing in bel canto opera.  An effective competition or 
recital piece. 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/c/ce/IMSLP283996-PMLP50456-Sibley1802.7336.Op.19.pdf 
 
 
Sonata in f minor  Op. 20 
 
The first movement seems to evolve out of Haydn’s empfindsamer style of the 1770s, with rapid 
shifts of mood and expressive extremes.  I feel the second movement presents serious structural 
problems, but the finale borrows the technique from the Op. 13 Sonata of deriving a main theme 
from another source, and then revealing it fully in the coda.  Here, it is the Finale of Mozart’s 
Jupiter Symphony, treated as a fughetta. 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/c/c8/IMSLP09521-Hummel_-_Op.20_-
_Piano_Sonata_No.3_in_F_minor.pdf 
 
 
Sonata in C  Op. 38 
 
The first movement opens with a grand orchestral introduction, but unfortunately, the second 
theme groups get lost in an excess of passagework.  This miscalculation mars an otherwise fine 
sonata: there is another lush slow movement, and the finale is witty and tremendously exciting 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/b/b9/IMSLP09522-Hummel_-_Op.38_-_Piano_Sonata_No.4.pdf 
 
 
Dances for the Apollo Saal IV  Op. 39  
 
Hummel wrote five sets of dances for the Apollo Saal, an extravagant ballroom and theater 
complex on the outskirts of Vienna, initially for orchestra but also arranged for piano solo.  
Consisting of sequences of minuets and ländler, the fourth and fifth sets are more sophisticated 
than the first three, with certain movements being played attacca, creating a sort of musical 
narrative for the dancers.  Apollo Saal IV concludes with a furious coda labelled “The Eruption 
of Vesuvius”! 
https://s9.imslp.org/files/imglnks/usimg/e/e0/IMSLP21996-PMLP50485-Hummel_-_039_-
_Taenze_fur_den_Apollo_Saal.pdf 
 
 
6 Pièces Très Faciles  Op. 52  
 
An excellent selection for early intermediate students.  No. 1 is a 4-bar Cadenza establishing the 
key of No. 2, with which it should probably be paired in performance.  The Ecossaise (No. 5) 
used to be in Suzuki Volume 2, and the Menuet (No. 3) appears occasionally in ABRSM books 
(Grade 4).  Also published as Op. 42. 
https://s9.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/8/84/IMSLP198733-PMLP32763-6_pieces_op.42-Hummel.pdf 
 
 



Polonaise “La Bella Capricciosa” in B-flat  Op. 55 
 
An extended concert polonaise of about 15 minutes’ duration, widely played and published in the 
19th century.  The middle section features some unusual modulations, and the introduction 
returns before a virtuosic coda. 
https://s9.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/87/IMSLP22004-PMLP50501-Hummel_-_055_-
_La_Bella_Capricciosa_(Polonaise).pdf 
 
 
Variations on a theme from Gluck’s Armide  Op. 57 
 
Hummel wrote more than thirty sets of variations for piano; this charming set is perhaps his 
strongest.  True to Mozartean style, the penultimate variation is an Adagio, this time a 
Chopinesque nocturne that starts in the minor mode, and the lively finale includes an extended 
coda with some harmonic surprises. 
https://s9.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d3/IMSLP284005-PMLP26960-Sibley1802.7336.Op.57.pdf 
 
 
24 Preludes  Op. 67 
 
Disappointment looms if one is looking for significant character pieces in this collection; most 
are just two lines of music.  However, it is an historically important collection, in that it serves 
clearly as the inspiration for Chopin’s Preludes (some of which, it will be recalled, are also just 
two lines long) in all 24 keys and witnesses to the performance tradition of providing a brief, 
improvised prelude before a performance.   
https://s9.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/3/30/IMSLP501669-PMLP136781-Hummel_J_-_Preludes_Op.67.pdf 
 
 
Sonata in f-sharp minor  Op. 81 
 
This and the following sonata, Op. 106, are two of Hummel’s masterpieces.  Schumann referred 
to Op. 81 as an “epic, Titanic” work and failed to master its difficulties before injury set in.  It 
clearly serves as the model for Schumann’s first sonata and Brahms’ second.  The first 
movement is improvisatory, almost a fantasy, the second is a proto-Chopinesque lament, and the 
finale is a hair-raising technical tour de force. 
https://s9.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/a/af/IMSLP283983-PMLP23517-Sibley1802.8336.Op.81.pdf 
 
 
Sonata in D  Op. 106 
 
Hummel’s last sonata, and the only one in four movements.  More conservative than Op. 81, the 
second movement, “Un scherzo all’antico”, sounds oddly Schumannesque.  The third movement 
is a profusely ornamented Nocturne, and the contrapuntal, virtuosic finale simmers down to a 
subdued Renaissance-like cadence. 
https://s9.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/7/74/IMSLP283995-PMLP23519-Sibley1802.8336.Op.106.pdf 
 
 



6 Bagatelles  Op. 107 
 
An interesting collection for the recital platform.  Of note are No. 3 “La Contemplazione”, a 
slow and ravishing fantasia, and No. 6 “Rondo all’Ungherese”, a lively piece in gypsy style. 
 
 
Rondo brillante in b minor  Op. 109 
 
A showpiece concert rondo of moderate difficulty. 
https://s9.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/6/6c/IMSLP283997-PMLP50528-Sibley1802.7336.Op.109.pdf 
 
 
24 Etudes  Op. 125 
 
Unjustly neglected, and of enormous value as didactic music.  Its contents include a fugue, a 
balanced focus on exercises for the left hand, and a number of entries that clearly inspired 
Chopin’s Etudes, to which they are an excellent stepping-stone.  A complete edition is almost 
impossible to find; the French publisher Oiseau-Lyre published an edition some years ago, but it 
is extremely rare. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A word about editions… 
 
Sadly, very little of Hummel’s music remains in print.  Of the piano music, a few volumes 
printed by the recently defunct Kalmus, mostly reprints of reliable old Peters editions, can still be 
found. 
 
Universal Edition of Vienna still prints a 3-volume collection, edited by Charles-Wilfrid de 
Bériot; these c. 1900 prints also make up most of the available Dover anthology.  I urge pianists 
to avoid this edition.  The generous pedal markings totally contradict what we know of 
Hummel’s own performance style, most of the ornaments are written out in a very historically 
uninformed way, and there are some shocking mistakes. 
 
Most of the IMSLP links I have provided above are to first editions, or editions by Peters or 
Litolff.  Please feel free to E-mail me if you want help tracking down a score.  I am a member of 
the Hummel-Gesellschaft-Weimar, who are happy to share scores from their archive. 
 
 

Andrew Brownell 
clavierspieler@yahoo.com 
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